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M.A. (Education) Assignment, DEC 2022 

 FINAL YEAR 
 

EDU -509 

 What is Psychological test? Discuss the nature and fuction. 

 Classify tests on the basis of their administration. 

Describe power test and speed test.  

  

Marks Physics
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EDU -510 

 Explain the present situation of research in Educational Technology. 

 Define Educational technology. What are the important 

characteristics of Educational Technology

 What is the difference between Methods and techniques? Discuss 

problem solving method in detail.
EDU -511

 Describe the main feature of Education during Muslim Period.

 What do you mean by Informal Education. Write 

about the important modes of informal education in India.

 Discuss the status of Primary Education in Bihar. Give your 

suggestions for its improvement.
EDU -512

 Discuss the meaning and importance of Economic of Education.

 What is Educational Investment? Describe its main features.

 Explain the importance of Human Resource Management.

EDU -513

 Organised a need based minimum 

guidance progrannes in school for class XII students.

 Write you opinion on sex Guidance at various stages.

 Write short notes on any two of the followings each not more than 400 words.

(a) Placement service 

(b) Follow-up-services 

(c) Group Councelling 

(d) Nature and fuctions of a counselor ( .  Explain the purpose of counseling for students. 

EDU -514

 Define the concept of curriculum. Construct 

a curriculum of Environmental Education at secondary school level.

 What do you mean by Environmental conservation? 

Describe the different aspects related to environmental conservation. 

Write short notes on any two of the following each not more than 400 

words. 

? Environment & Law 

Use of Teaching Aids in the study of Environmental Education

Vehicular Pollution

Man’ S moral role in the field of Environment  
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